Berlinski
Dispersed over the centuries to all corners of the earth, the Jewish people absorbed elements of its host cultures while, miraculously, maintaining its own. As many Jews reconnected in America, escaping persecution and seeking to take part in a visionary democratic society, their experiences found voice in their music. The sacred and secular body of work that has developed over the three centuries since Jews first arrived on these shores provides a powerful means of expressing the multilayered saga of American Jewry.

My personal interest in music and deep abiding commitment to synagogue life and the Jewish people united as I developed an increasing appreciation for the quality and tremendous diversity of music written for or inspired by the American Jewish experience. Through discussions with contemporary Jewish composers and performers during the 1980s, I realized that while much of this music had become a vital force in American and world culture, even more music of specifically Jewish content had been created, perhaps performed, and then lost to current and future generations. Believing that there was a unique opportunity to rediscover, preserve, and transmit the collective memory contained within this music, the Milken Archive of American Jewish Music was founded in 1990. This project would unite the Jewish people’s eternal love of music with their commitment to education, a commitment shared by the Milken Family Foundation since our founding in 1982.

The passionate collaboration of many distinguished artists, ensembles, and recording producers has created a vast repository of musical resources to educate, entertain, and inspire people of all faiths and cultures. The Milken Archive of American Jewish Music is a living project, one that we hope will cultivate and nourish musicians and enthusiasts of this richly varied musical genre.

Lowell Milken

The Milken Family Foundation was established by brothers Lowell and Michael Milken in 1982 with the mission to discover and advance inventive, effective ways of helping people help themselves and those around them lead productive and satisfying lives. The Foundation advances this mission primarily through its work in education and medical research. For more information, visit www.milkenarchive.org.
A MESSAGE FROM THE MILKEN ARCHIVE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

The quality, quantity, and amazing diversity of sacred as well as secular music written for or inspired by Jewish life in America is one of the least acknowledged achievements of modern Western culture. The time is ripe for a wider awareness and appreciation of these various repertoires—which may be designated appropriately as an aggregate “American Jewish music.” The Milken Archive is a musical voyage of discovery encompassing hundreds of original pieces—symphonies, operas, concertos, cantorial masterpieces, complete synagogue services, and folk, popular, and Yiddish theater music. The music in the Archive—all born of the American Jewish experience or fashioned for uniquely American institutions—has been created by native American or immigrant composers. The repertoire is chosen by a panel of leading musicians, musicologists, cantors, and Judaic scholars who have selected works based on or inspired by traditional Jewish melodies or modes, synagogue or other liturgical functions, language, Jewish historical subject matter, role in Jewish celebrations or commemorations, and content of texts (biblical, literary, etc.), as well as their intrinsic musical integrity.

The initial dissemination to the public of the Archive will consist of fifty CDs devoted to particular composers and musical genres. In this first phase of the project, more than 200 composers in recordings of more than 600 works are represented. Additional components of the Archive, planned for release at a future date, include rare historical reference recordings, expanded analytical background information, contextual essays, and a special collectors edition—according to historical, religious, and sociological themes.

The Milken Archive is music of AMERICA—a part of American culture in all its diversity; it is JEWISH, as an expression of Jewish tradition and culture enhanced and enriched by the American environment; and perhaps above all, it is MUSIC—music that transcends its boundaries of origin and invites sharing, music that has the power to speak to all of us.

Neil W. Levin

Neil W. Levin is an internationally recognized scholar and authority on Jewish music history, a professor of Jewish music at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, director of the International Centre and Archives for Jewish Music in New York, music director of Schola Hebraeica, and author of various articles, books, and monographs on Jewish music.
Herman Berlinski (1910–2001)
AVODAT SHABBAT (Friday Evening Service)

Part I - Kabbalat Shabbat
1. *Orchestral Prelude*  2:25
2. Ma Tovu  3:29
3. L’kha Dodi  3:26
4. Tov L’hodot (Psalm 92)  4:13

Part II - Arvit L’shabbat
5. *Orchestral Prelude*  1:06
6. The 23rd Psalm  6:24
   *flute*: Silke Uhlig
7. Bar’khu  1:14
8. Ahavat Olam  2:50
9. Sh’ma Yisra’el  1:44
10. V’ahavta  3:40
11. Mi Khamokha  4:40
12. *Orchestral Interlude*  1:29
13. V’sham’ru  3:29
14. Hashkivenu  5:14
15. *Orchestral Interlude*  0:50
16. Yih’yu L’ratzon  1:56
17. Kiddush  3:34

Part III - Close of Service
18. Adoration  1:46
19. Va’anaḥnu  1:57
20. *Orchestral Interlude*  1:47
21. Reader’s Kaddish; Adon Olam  8:52
22. Grant us Peace; Benediction  5:46

Robert Brubaker, tenor
Constance Hauman, soprano
Elizabeth Shammash, mezzo-soprano
Ernst Senff Chor
Rundfunk-Sinfonieorchester Berlin
Gerard Schwarz, conductor
About the Composer

The Jewish creative orientation of composer and organist HERMAN BERLINSKI (1910–2001) represents a fertile synthesis. His Jewish roots and family traditions were fundamentally eastern European, but he also acquired and adopted the cultural perspectives—and especially musical affinities—of German Jewry; his Paris studies added 20th-century French as well as international influences; and eventually he emerged as a thoroughly American composer and an ardent advocate of artistic innovations in the American Synagogue.

Berlinski was born in Leipzig to parents who had emigrated from the highly developed Jewish community in Łódź (then Russian Poland) in the wake of the dangers of backlash following the 1905 Revolution. He demonstrated natural musical gifts at an early age and at sixteen entered the Leipzig Conservatory—primarily as a piano student, with additional studies in theory and composition. In 1918, when an independent Polish Republic was declared following the First World War, his father chose to declare that he and his family were Polish citizens (residing in Germany) rather than accepting an official passport classification as “stateless,” since actual full German citizenship was difficult to obtain and involved a complicated process. They remained in Leipzig until the installation of the National Socialist regime, which barred Jewish musicians from participation or employment in musical institutions outside the Jewish community. Berlinski left Germany in 1933, easily able to secure an exit permit with his Polish passport. He went initially to Łódź, where he had many relatives and where he did some concertizing. Not prepared to accept Polish army service, however, he left shortly afterward for Paris. There he studied at the prestigious Ecole Normal de Musique: composition with the legendary Nadia Boulanger, teacher of so many of the 20th century’s most important composers; and piano with the subsequently infamous Nazi sympathizer and collaborator, world-renowned pianist Alfred Cortot. Berlinski supported himself by directing, arranging, and sometimes composing incidental music for productions of an émigré Yiddish art theater, known then as PIAT (Paris Jewish Avant-Garde Theatre).
In 1934–35 Berlinski applied for French citizenship, which carried with it the obligation of military service in the French Foreign Legion. Though he never did obtain his citizenship, he later recalled with pride his participation at the Belgian border when German army units broke through; and he always took great satisfaction in being “one of the few Jews with the opportunity to have a machine gun in my hand and shoot at them.”

After France’s surrender to Germany and the establishment of the Vichy government, Berlinski determined to leave while he (and his wife) still could, and to head for America. His father had gone there earlier, and he also had a number of relatives who had emigrated directly from Łódź and were residing in New Jersey. In this he was assisted by a man named Varian Fry (“the American Schindler”), who had come voluntarily to France to facilitate the rescue and emigration of stranded European intellectuals.

As both a German native and a veteran French Legionnaire who had fought against Germany, Berlinski was technically ineligible for an exit visa, since the cooperating French authorities were required to hand over all such individuals to the Germans. His illegally “purchased” exit visa still required an approval stamp. He obtained that only because the French official did not realize that Lipsk, shown as his birthplace on his passport, was simply the Polish translation for Leipzig, and thus assumed incorrectly that Berlinski had been born in Poland rather than Germany. There was still the problem, however, that Poland was occupied by Germany as well. Fry helped him invent a Russian identity, which finally qualified him for exit, since the Soviet Union was still technically neutral as a result of the infamous but soon-to-be violated nonaggression pact. He left France and arrived in the United States only two weeks before the German invasion of the Soviet Union.

Berlinski found his studies with Boulanger less than fulfilling. Unlike many of her other American pupils (or so he felt), he was not seeking to shed ethnic boundaries as perceived limitations in favor of the more universal approach and technique of the so-called international school. Moreover, he found her unable to relate to his artistic preoccupations with things Jewish. After two years he parted ways with her and entered the Schola Cantorum, where the respected Sephardi synagogue composer and music director Leon Algazi actually taught a course on Jewish music (in a fundamentally Roman Catholic religious musical environment). Berlinski later recalled that he was received “with open arms” by the French composer Daniel Lesur and his circle, La Jeune France, which included Olivier Messiaen. Messiaen—a deeply and mystically religious Christian whose faith informs many of his major works—understood, along with others in that group, Berlinski’s natural inclination to draw upon his Judaism. Berlinski later credited Messiaen with having encouraged him personally to utilize the musical language of his traditions, as fellow composers in that circle made use of Gregorian chant.

This troupe in effect comprised the survivors of the well-known Yiddish art theater in Vilna, whose repertoire ranged from Sholom Aleichem and Peretz to classic Russian plays in Yiddish. These were literary plays, unrelated to the musical Yiddish theater in America—the so-called Second Avenue variety—or to its Romanian foundations in the operettas of Goldfaden. Nonetheless, it was common to include appropriate incidental music and even to superimpose or incorporate some songs in those productions. For Berlinski, this was not only an artistic but a “human experience,” because it brought him into contact with so many Ukrainian, Polish, and Lithuanian Jews then stranded in France—a profound personal episode that was later to find reflection and expression in some of his American works.
Berlinski's first fruitful contact in New York was Moshe Rudinov, cantor of the nationally prestigious Reform synagogue Temple Emanu-El. Rudinov introduced him to the small but intensely committed coterie of Jewish music intellectuals, the Jewish Music Forum, and he soon became well acquainted with the leading personalities of that society, such as Lazar Weiner, Joseph Yasser, Abraham Wolf Binder, and Lazare Saminsky. Always on the lookout for Jewish-related pieces for its intimate recital events, the Forum programmed the only full piece that Berlinski had saved from his French period, a flute and piano sonata on Jewish themes. On the same program that evening, Leonard Bernstein offered a piano preview of his *Jeremiah* Symphony.

Berlinski taught piano privately until Yasser, the acclaimed musicologist who was also a synagogue organist, suggested that he study organ and offered to teach him. Thus Berlinski, soon to establish an international reputation as a classical organist, began his study of the instrument as late as 1951. He had had a fascination with the organ since his Leipzig student days, but its study was not part of the curriculum and was generally learned within the Church. In New York he eventually became a virtuoso performer and an active member of the American Guild of Organists.

Lazare Saminsky, organist and music director at Temple Emanu-El, needed an assistant organist, and he became Berlinski's mentor, especially with regard to particular organ techniques for Jewish services and for accompanying a cantor. In 1954 Berlinski became Emanu-El's assistant organist, and in 1955 he gave his first recital. When Saminsky died, Berlinski became his successor as principal organist, but by that time the overall responsibilities of musical direction belonged to the cantor, Arthur Wolfson. While at Emanu-El, Berlinski began composing extensively for various media, including choral and other liturgical works, and especially addressing new organ music.

In the early 1950s Berlinski commenced graduate studies in Jewish music at the Jewish Theological Seminary, where he delved into serious musicological investigations of ancient Jewish liturgical origins and practices, biblical cantillation, and traditional Jewish prayer modes with Joseph Yasser, Johanna Spector, Solomon Rosowsky, and Max Wohlberg. From these guiding spirits he acquired a solid appreciation for the cantorial traditions and their modal foundations, important inspirations for his future compositions. His primary composition mentor at the Seminary was Hugo Weisgall, the esteemed American composer and chairman of the faculty, under whose guidance he completed his master's degree in composition after abandoning his initial effort at a historical thesis on rabbinical prohibitions vis-à-vis music. He then earned the Seminary's first doctoral degree in composition, also with Weisgall, with a dissertation titled *Kiddush hashem*—a large choral orchestral work that has never been performed. Much of its material, however, was later reworked and used in Berlinski's *Litanies for the Persecuted*, one of his best-known works.

In 1963 Berlinski could not resist the invitation to become music director of the Washington Hebrew Congregation, also one of America's oldest and most prestigious Reform temples, which had already been exposed to high musical standards under Max Helfman's direction for the High Holy Day services. Its leader, Rabbi Gerstenfeld, wanted it to become a center for the finest sacred music in Washington, D.C., on a par with the city's most prominent churches, and he assured Berlinski a virtually free hand. Indeed, Berlinski quickly succeeded in making that synagogue a showcase for Jewish liturgical music creativity, and it became known nationally throughout the Reform movement for its musical sophistication.
and its adventurous but nonetheless diverse music. Services were even occasionally reviewed by music critics from the general press, and eventually Berlinski was given the highly unusual title Minister of Music. At the same time, he garnered an international reputation as the foremost interpreter, as well as composer, of Jewish organ music, and he began giving organ recitals throughout Europe and America. After his retirement, he founded his own concert chorus, Shir Chadash, which became recognized for its programming of historical and contemporary Jewish music at annual concerts at the Washington National Cathedral and the Kennedy Center. Its annual Hanukka concert was supported by the city and the Kennedy Center, and its concerts of High Holy Day music, given each year between Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur, were geared to the non-Jewish general community and well attended. Both became important annual events on Washington’s cultural calendar, but they ceased when Berlinski could no longer prepare and direct them.

Berlinski was a prolific composer. His nonliturgical concert opera include many symphonic and chamber works, concertos, song cycles, a violin sonata (Le Violon de Chagall, after the famous Jewish painter), oratorios and other dramatic works, a dozen organ sinfonias, and numerous other organ pieces. His liturgical catalogue—apart from his magnum opus Avodat shabbat and other pieces recorded for the Milken Archive—includes many individual prayer settings and service excerpts, as well as organ pieces for the synagogue.

Berlinski’s Etz hayyim (Tree of Life), originally The Beadle of Prague, which he abandoned and rewrote, was commissioned by Project Judaica to mark the opening of the Smithsonian Institution’s The Precious Legacy, an exhibition of treasures from the Prague Jewish Museum that toured North America from 1983 to 1986.

In 1993, the Union Theological Seminary in New York, the nation’s leading pan-denominational liberal Protestant Christian institution, commissioned him—along with Robert Helmschrott, the Roman Catholic composer from Munich, and the Protestant Heinz Werner Zimmermann of Frankfurt—to compose Bonhoeffer Tryptich. This work was conceived to honor the German Evangelical (Lutheran) pastor and resistance leader Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who was murdered by the Germans in 1945 for his Resistance activities and humanitarian efforts. It has been performed in Germany, America, Israel, and South Africa.
Berlinski’s oratorio *Job* was commissioned for the groundbreaking ceremony of the rebuilding of Dresden’s main synagogue, in 1988, and was performed by the Dresden State Opera Orchestra and Chamber Chorus. That same year, his *Mazkir n’shamot* (In Remembrance of the Soul), commissioned by the Library of Congress for a concert commemorating the sixtieth anniversary of Reichskristallnacht, was premiered at the Library’s Coolidge Auditorium. His twelfth organ sinfonia, *Die heiligen Zehn Gebote* (The Sacred Ten Sinaitic Pronouncements [commandments]), for tenor, baritone, two trumpets, narrator, percussion, chorus, celeste, and organ, was first performed in October 2000 at Leipzig’s Thomaskirch (St. Thomas Church) as part of an entire concert devoted to Berlinski’s music, and was repeated a month later in Munich.

At the time of his death, Berlinski was working on a large-scale composition based on the High Holy Day liturgy and partly based on worked sections of his earlier cantata *Days of Awe*. He did not live to complete it. But only a few months before he passed away, his chamber work for baritone, mezzo-soprano, double bass, and piano, *Celan*—inspired by the life and work of the great French-Romanian Jewish poet and Holocaust survivor Paul Celan—was given its premiere at the United States Holocaust Museum in Washington. His last completed works are a quintet for clarinet and strings, and *Psalm 130* for solo voice, chorus, and organ, commissioned by the Washington National Cathedral.

Among Berlinski’s many other important works are the following: *Litany of Solomon ben Aaron*, a tribute to Jewish martyrdom; *Yizkor*, a memorial service; *Sh’virat hakkelim*, which quotes from Russian synagogue music; *The Death of Rachel*; and a *Psalm of Unity*. Especially notable among his other organ sinfonias are two that are also scored for voices: *David and Goliath* and *The Glassbead Game*.

Berlinski’s music is not confined exclusively to overt Jewish themes. However, he always insisted that the imprint of his Jewish experience was inextricable from anything he wrote: “I don’t think I can write a piece of music, no matter what I do and what I will try, that does not have the stamp of my Jewish existence.” Indeed, inspiration from Judaic themes, biblical cantillation as well as narratives, liturgy, Jewish history, and the Hebrew language itself all permeate his aggregate output on one level or another. He viewed Judaism not only as religion—though that played a major part for him—but also as a civilization, along the lines of Mordecai Kaplan’s ideas. He always felt that those extramusical sources helped him focus his musical conceptions.

From his classical training and from his special devotion to the organ, Berlinski always thought naturally in polyphonic terms. He correctly perceived Jewish sacred music as historically—and therefore fundamentally in origin—nonpolyphonic, especially in its early roots of biblical cantillation and psalmody. Finding ways to incorporate these elements within polyphonic frameworks was therefore his self-imposed challenge. He often credited German composer Max Reger with having exerted a profound influence on his own technique, particularly with regard to polyphony. Yet his synagogue works, no matter how bold or progressive the harmonic language or general approach, are all skillfully crafted around nuclei of traditional liturgical melos. And despite his penchant for a kind of post-Bartók chromaticism, the flowing freedom as well as modality of cantorial chant is usually discernible.

For Berlinski, any nontonal music and any polyphony—whether tonal, pantonal, or nontonal—had to derive
from a homophonic line, from what he called his “inner voice” that he could sing first. His immersion in the study of Ashkenazi cantorial tradition with Cantor Max Wohlberg at the Jewish Theological Seminary—of sacred tunes emanating from the Middle Ages, modal chants, and even older biblical intonations—impregnated both his own musical thinking and much of the melodic material he invented. “I cannot think of a melody [of mine],” he proclaimed a year before his ninetieth birthday, “that does not, in one way or another, reflect this osmosis and absorption of Jewish material.” His embracive artistic and stylistic credos are summed up in the continuation of his ruminations during that interview:

Consonance and dissonance are the two poles of a bipolar system that, together, amount to a musical idiom for me. That is the language.... I consider dissonance, still, as an expression of inner tension. And you can go from dissonance to dissonance and intensify the density of the dissonant writing. But there is no work of mine where a consonance in the solution does not play a very important role.... It is not a question of dissonant or not, or of tonal or nontonal: they are both elements. Tonality and atonality do not, either one, go without the other. Both elements, for me, must work together.

Berlinski’s many honors include a MacDowell fellowship (1958), the Peabody Waite Award of the American Academy of Arts and Letters (1984), the Lifetime Achievement Award of the American Guild of Organists (1995), and the Commander’s Cross of the Order of Merit from the president of the Federal Republic of Germany (2001).

—Neil W. Levin

Program Note

Notwithstanding his many subsequent large-scale grand religious works, Berlinski always considered Avodat shabbat—his complete setting of the Reform version of the Friday evening Sabbath service according to the Union Prayer Book—his magnum opus. In some ways this work has come to represent a continuation of the path forged by Ernest Bloch and Darius Milhaud, who had successfully approached the Hebrew liturgy for the first time not only as specific synagogue music for worship, but also as universal artistic expression that could transcend practical Judaic and religious confines. Bloch and Milhaud had written Sabbath morning services, while Berlinski addressed the evening liturgy. And, whereas Bloch had used traditional material directly in only one part, and Milhaud had incorporated significant parts of the rare
Provençal liturgical melodic tradition, Berlinski chose to rely, albeit not slavishly, on Ashkenazi prayer modes and biblical cantillation motifs.

Although Berlinski was consciously inspired by those two works—especially Bloch’s—his own service was not begun with such lofty aspirations. It began as synagogue music per se and developed later into the universal statement that it indeed is. Avodat shabbat was born as a commission by Cantor David Putterman for New York’s Park Avenue Synagogue as part of its extraordinary program of encouraging both highly established and promising composers to experiment with liturgical expression for its annual “new music” services. The timing in terms of Berlinski’s own development was fortuitous, since he had become increasingly disillusioned with the dearth of worthy artistic endeavor among many North American Reform synagogues and what he perceived to be a static, if not fossilized, condition. He was well aware of much worthy contemporary synagogue music as individual settings, but he saw little opportunity for a broader and deeper expression of the liturgy as cultivated art music. Apart from a few isolated incidents, Putterman’s annual commissions were providing the only real incentive for composers to devote their gifts to the synagogue on that level.

Cantor Putterman, generally conservative in his risks, and knowing that Berlinski had not yet explored the liturgy on that artistic level, invited him first to write a single setting for v’sham’ru, a brief text in the Friday evening service. After its premiere at the Park Avenue Synagogue, Putterman, now fully satisfied that Berlinski was a major talent, commissioned him to write a complete service. Avodat shabbat received its premiere in its original form (cantor, choir, and organ) at Park Avenue in 1958. Following that premiere, Berlinski’s friend Rabbi Abraham Klausner (congregation Emanu-El in Yonkers, New York) became convinced of its higher possibilities as a work for serious rendition within a symphonic context. In 1963 Rabbi Klausner showed the score to his friend Leonard Bernstein, who enthusiastically supported its public concert performance. Bernstein noted that he was especially impressed by its simplicity and its freshness: “from the heart ... and a fine compromise between tradition and somewhat contemporary sounds.” He even wrote that he might consider performing the work himself in the future.

Armed with the Bernstein letter, Rabbi Klausner was able to persuade the Union of American Hebrew Congregations (the lay federation of American Reform congregations) to fund Berlinski’s orchestration of the work and the premiere of the new version. His orchestration was ambitious, perhaps even a bit overly so: double woodwinds plus English horn, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones, tuba, timpani, two harps, strings, and elaborate percussion (cymbals; triangle; gong; tenor, bass, and small drums; and tambourine)—but, daringly, without violins. Berlinski also expanded the original solo vocal parts to include a soprano and mezzo-soprano or contralto, and he added settings for a few texts. This version was given its premiere that same year (1963) at Lincoln Center in New York, with the tenor role sung by Cantor Jacob Barkin, and the chorus and orchestra conducted by Abraham Kaplan. It shared the program with Leonard Bernstein’s Jeremiah Symphony.

Upon his acceptance of the original Park Avenue commission, Berlinski began by approaching the task according to his previously worked-out convictions concerning new sacred music: “There are three different elements that must be combined in the creation of a liturgical work,” he once wrote. “The spontaneous spark, without which a composer is not truly a composer; a clear understanding of the religious function of the music, without which a
work will lack direction and conviction; and, finally, a knowledge of the traditional materials that are common denominators between the composer and the congregation.”

The harmonic structure often reflects the tension between the two basic traditional modes of the Ashkenazi Sabbath eve liturgy: the so-called *adonai malakh* mode, based on a scale akin to western major but with important differences, including a scale that embraces more than an octave; and the *magen avot* mode, whose scale is akin to natural minor. In one instance (the *l’kha dodi*), there is the direct quotation of a specific traditional tune. Pervading the service is what the eminent synagogue composer Herbert Fromm called a “personal interpretation of tradition.”

Of the various devices and techniques that bring formal unity to *Avodat shabbat* and render it a cohesive work, none is so forceful and basic as the continuously recurring principal motive, derived from a fusion of biblical cantillation and traditional psalmody and introduced in the opening prelude. The prelude’s middle section generates the solo cantorial line in the *ma tovu*, a typical (but not liturgically required) introductory text for formal Reform as well as other nonorthodox Sabbath evening services. That

Berlinski and Lowell Milken at the recording session.
motive appears throughout the ma tovu and, at the end, in the orchestra; and it recurs, both in its original statement and in varied or modified forms, almost in a rondo fashion, in the tov l’hodot; the bar’khu; the ahavat olam; toward the end of mi khamokha; near the conclusion of hashkivenu; and in the kiddush, Adoration, and closing Benediction. There are other, secondary recurring motives as well.

For his setting of l’kha dodi, Berlinski selected one of the oldest and most famous traditional western, or “Amsterdam” Sephardi versions (often referred to as the Portuguese tradition in European and English sources). It must have been new, however, to typical American Ashkenazi congregations of that time, who undoubtedly thought it exotic. The tune has an interesting pedigree. Not only is its basic identity long established in the Amsterdam Sephardi tradition, but it is a firmly rooted l’kha dodi version in the London Portuguese Sephardi community as well—which is basically the same tradition despite local variances. This is hardly surprising, because many of the London Sephardi cantors came from Amsterdam over the years and became importers of such melodies. By the mid-19th century, this l’kha dodi was notated in a London compilation that reflected that Sephardi community’s established practice, which itself is a document of its authenticity. There are also other independently written and recorded confirmations of its long-established use in both London and Amsterdam, including one notation dating as far back as the late 18th century. There are, of course, local variances between the Amsterdam and London renditions that became crystallized as the tune was preserved in each community by oral transmission from one generation to the next; but it remains essentially the same tune. Moreover, the pioneer Jewish musicologist Abraham Zvi Idelsohn notated a variant of this tune in the early 20th century in Jerusalem as he heard it from a Moroccan Jew. The preeminent authority on Sephardi music, Edwin Seroussi, has therefore suggested Morocco as its origin, positing the thesis that it might well have been part of the North African Sephardi tradition that was exported to, and established in, Amsterdam and London in the 17th century.

Berlinski’s incorporation of a Sephardi tune into an otherwise fundamentally Ashkenazi-based service was not without aesthetic or historical justification. In the 19th century, certain solidly Ashkenazi German congregations, most notably in Hamburg, adopted a number of Portuguese Sephardi melodies into their repertoires and even came to consider them their own. In part, that practice stemmed, consciously or not, from a type of aristocratic pretension to perceived authenticity and, consequently, status. There is no evidence that this particular tune was included among those melodies. However, in 1877 Abraham Baer published his seminal and monumental compendium of the entire aggregate Ashkenazi synagogue melodic and modal tradition as he had heard it in numerous synagogues and from numerous cantors—lay as well as professional—throughout German-speaking Europe. (We do not know the extent to which, if any, his documentation reflected any actual firsthand experiences in eastern Europe.) He identified his entries according to their established tradition or practice—e.g., German (old or “new” version); general Ashkenazi; or “Polish” (i.e., eastern European, but probably as heard in Polish synagogues in Germany or the German cultural realm). For a number of tune entries in that compilation he also included alternative “Portuguese” versions—so labeled—that were generally known in the German Ashkenazi world. Among them is this l’kha dodi, which was Berlinski’s own source.
Berlinski used this tune audibly only for the refrain. His careful harmonization with well-chosen chromatic elements, far from masking it, actually adds a fresh parameter. He also demonstrated his solution here to the problem of finding a way to employ polyphony with an old monodic line while still preserving its character. There is a delicate counterpoint even in its initial statement, motivically derived from the spirit of the original tune, with a Milhaud-like countermelody heard in the orchestral introduction and then again at the conclusion. That refrain is modally altered for its second appearance to a quasi-minor variation, with a brief canonic gesture at the end. The third occurrence begins with a bit of canonic treatment; and the final return of the refrain is heard in its original form, tying it to the beginning.

In the cantorially sung strophes, however, Berlinski departed from the traditional version (in which the strophes would have been variations of the refrain) in favor of newly composed but modally oriented sustained lines. Here the cantor is given rhapsodic opportunities that flow nonetheless naturally back to the choral refrains.

In his setting of sh’má yisrá’el (including the v’ahavta, which is the continuation of that “credo” text, collectively known as the k’ri’at sh’má), Berlinski clearly relied to advantage on his studies in biblical cantillation with Rosowski, one of the most significant authorities on the subject. Here, in the v’ahavta section, he creatively combines the Hebrew text for the cantor, who follows the authentic cantillation for that passage, responsorially with the choir in an unrelated and freer polyphony sung to the English translation in the Union Prayer Book. Its a cappella rendition reinforces the effect of antiquity, especially contrasted against the rich orchestration of much of the other music in the service. That conscious juxtaposition of two unrelated musical elements produces an arresting dialogue, especially at the end, when the choral part becomes melodically related to the cantillation—almost as a sort of resolution. Although bilingual rendition is not entirely unknown in certain Near Eastern Jewish traditions—for example, among Yemenite and other oriental Jewish practices (albeit employed sparingly for special texts)—it cannot be considered part of any Ashkenazi tradition. Berlinski’s fusion of Hebrew and English here must be viewed as an American innovation.

The hashkívenu is notable as the most pictorial expression of a dramatic text in this service. It faithfully represents the prayer’s sentiments and its progression from the opening pastoral mood toward a passionate climactic plea.

The adon olam, the most common closing hymn text for Sabbath and other holy day services, mirrors the decidedly Arabic meter of the poem as well as its strophic structure. But the music goes beyond its simple strophic nature (precise pattern repetition) to a complex one, where the second line of each two-line stanza is slightly and subtly varied. This creates an illusion of strophic repetition without monotony. The scheme is interrupted, however, in the fourth stanza, where the soprano line slowly approaches its climax chromatically. Although, unfortunately, the overall sophistication of Avodat shabbat, together with its difficulty, prevented its entry into the general synagogue repertoire, this adon olam did gain acceptance on its own in a number of synagogues during that time and received performances within regular services.

The entire Avodat shabbat is sung here in the Ashkenazi Hebrew pronunciation (including even the Sephardi l’kha dodi), since at that time it was still the overwhelmingly predominant pronunciation in virtually all Ashkenazi American synagogues.
Berlinski therefore set all the texts to the particular consonant sounds and syllabic stresses of Ashkenazi Hebrew.

The press reviews of Avodat shabbat were largely enthusiastic, apart from one by Yiddish theater composer Sholom Secunda, who could not relate to its complexity, its dissonant passages, its lack of more overtly traditional tunes, or even the very concept of it as a transcendent work of art. The Washington Post’s critic, on the other hand, found it “conservatively romantic,” texturally luxuriant, and exotic. Another critic was particularly struck by the cantorial line, which he interpreted as “flashing like a silver sword through the massed chorus.” Perhaps most telling was the observation of yet a third Washington critic, who remarked that Berlinski had not ignored the congregational role, noting that he “keeps it involved without descending to the trite or the obvious,” and that he succeeded in preserving an essential religious feeling throughout the work.

—Neil W. Levin

The composer with conductor Gerard Schwarz at the recording session
**AVODAT SHABBAT**  
(according to the order and format of the *Union Prayer Book*)  
Sung in Hebrew and English  
Translation from the Hebrew by  
Rabbi Morton M. Leifman

**PART I. KABBALAT SHABBAT**

1. **ORCHESTRAL PRELUDE**

2. **MA TOVU**

   *How lovely are your dwellings, O House of Israel.  
O Lord, through Your abundant kindness I enter Your house and worship You with reverence in Your holy sanctuary. I love Your presence in this place where Your glory resides. Here, I bow and worship before the Lord, my maker. And I pray to You, O Lord, that it shall be Your will to answer me with Your kindness and grace, and with the essence of Your truth that preserves us.*

3. **L’KHA DODI**

   *REFRAIN:*  
   Beloved, come—let us approach the Sabbath bride  
   And welcome the entrance of our Sabbath, the bride.

   **STROPHES 1, 3, and 9:**  
   God, whose very uniqueness is His essence,  
   Whose very name is “One,”  
   Had us hear simultaneously the two imperatives  
   In His Sabbath commandments:  
   “Guard the Sabbath,” “Remember the Sabbath”—  
   Two words spoken at Sinai concurrently  
   Were heard by Israel as one command.  
   To our one and unique God, and to His name,  
   Let there be fame, glory, and praise.

   Jerusalem, sanctuary of God the celestial King  
   And temporal capital of human kings,  
   Rise up from the midst of destruction and ruin.  
   Enough of your sitting in a valley of tears;  
   God’s great mercy awaits you—  
   Indeed His mercy awaits you!  
   Sabbath, you who are your Master’s crown,  
   Come in peace, in joy, in gladness  
   Into the midst of the faithful of a remarkably special people.  
   Come, O Sabbath bride—  
   Bride, come!

4. **TOV L’HODOT (Psalm 92)**

   A Psalm. A song for the Sabbath day.  
   It is good to give thanks to the Lord,  
   and to sing praises to Your name, Most High One,  
   To tell of Your kindness in the morning,  
   to tell of Your faithfulness each night.  
   With a ten-stringed instrument and a nevel,1  
   with sacred thoughts sounded on the kinor.2  
   For You, Lord, have brought me much gladness with Your works.  
   Let me revel in Your handiwork.  
   How great are Your works, Lord!  
   Your thoughts are indeed profound.  
   The ignorant do not know of this,  
   nor can fools understand this:  
   that though the wicked may spring up like grass;  
   And though evildoers may flourish,  
   they do so only eventually to be destroyed forever.  
   But You, Lord, are to be exalted forever.  
   Here are Your enemies; Your enemies shall perish;  
   the workers of evil shall be scattered.  
   You have elevated me to a place of high distinction,  
   like the wild ox of old.3  
   I am anointed with fresh and fragrant oil.  
   I have already seen the defeat of my foes;

---

1 A type of stringed instrument in the biblical era.  
2 Another type of stringed instrument in the biblical era, most likely plucked and analogous to a harp in postbiblical periods.  
3 A symbol of strength and power in the biblical period, by virtue of its supremely large horns.
I have already heard of the doom of the evil who plot and rise against me.
The righteous shall flourish like a palm tree, growing mighty as a cedar in Lebanon.
Planted in the Lord's house, they shall flourish in the courtyard of our God.
They shall bear fruit even in old age, and be full of life's vigor and freshness—
To declare that the Lord is upright and just, my Rock in Whom there is no unrighteousness.

PART II. ARVIT L'SHABBAT

5 ORCHESTRAL PRELUDE

6 The 23rd Psalm
   Sung in English

The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures;
He leadeth me beside the still waters.
He restoreth my soul;
He guideth me in straight paths for His name's sake.
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,
I will fear no evil,
For Thou art with me;
Thy rod and Thy staff, they comfort me.
Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies;
Thou hast anointed my head with oil; my cup runneth over.
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life;
And I shall dwell in the house of the LORD forever.

7 BAR’KHU

Praise the Lord, to whom all praise is due.
Praised be the Lord, who is to be praised for all eternity.
Amen.

8 AHAVAT OLAM

You have loved the House of Israel, Your people, with an abiding love—teaching us Your Torah and commandments, Your statutes and judgments. Therefore, upon our retiring for the night and upon our arising, we will contemplate Your teachings and rejoice for all time in the words of Your Torah and its commandments. For they are the essence of our life and the length of our days. We will meditate on them day and night. May Your love never leave us. Praised be You, O Lord (praised be He and praised be His name) who loves His people Israel. Amen.

9 SH’MA YISRA’EL

Listen, Israel! The Lord is our God.
The Lord is the only God—His unity is His essence.
Praised and honored be the very name of His kingdom forever and ever.

10 V’AHAVTA
   Sung in Hebrew and English

Thou shalt love the lord thy God with all thy heart, with all thy soul, and with all thy might. And these words which I command thee this day shall be in thy heart. Thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, speaking of them when thou sittest in thy house, when thou walkest by the way, when thou liest down, when thou risest up. And thou shalt bind them for a sign upon thy hand, and they shall be for frontlets between thine eyes. And thou shalt write them upon the doorposts of thy house and upon thy gates.
Who, among all the mighty, can be compared with You, O Lord?
Who is like You, glorious in Your holiness, Awesome beyond praise, performing wonders?
When You rescued the Israelites at the Sea of Reeds, Splitting the sea in front of Moses,
Your children beheld Your majestic supreme power And exclaimed: “This is our God: The Lord will reign for all time.”

The children of Israel shall keep and guard the Sabbath and observe it throughout their generations as an eternal covenant. It is a sign between Me and the children of Israel forever, that the Lord created heaven and earth in six days, and that on the seventh day He rested and was refreshed.

Cause us, O Lord, our God, to retire for the evening in peace And then again to arise unto life, O our King, And spread Your canopy of peace over us, Direct us with Your counsel and save us for the sake of Your name. Be a shield around us. Remove from our midst all enemies, plague, sword, Violence, famine, hunger, and sorrow. And also remove evil temptation from all around us, Sheltering us in the shadow of your protecting wings. For indeed You are a gracious and compassionate King. Guard our going and coming, for life and in peace, From now on and always spread over us The sheltering canopy of Your peace. Praised be You, O Lord (praised be He and praised be His name), Who spreads the canopy of peace over us And over all Your people Israel, and over all Jerusalem. Amen.

May my prayers of [articulated] words as well as the meditations of my heart be acceptable to You, Lord, my Rock and Redeemer.

Praised be You, Lord (praised be He and praised be His name), our God, King of the universe, who has created the fruit of the vine. Amen.
Praised be You, O Lord (praised be He and praised be His name), our God, King of the universe, Who has sanctified us through His commandments And has taken delight in us. Out of love and with favor You have given us the Holy Sabbath as a heritage, In remembrance of Your creation. For that first of our sacred days Recalls our exodus and liberation from Egypt. You chose us from among all Your peoples, And in Your love and favor made us holy By giving us the Holy Sabbath as a joyous heritage. Praised are You, O Lord, our God (praised be He and praised be His name), who hallows the Sabbath. Amen.
PART III. CLOSE OF SERVICE

18 ADORATION
Recited in English

Let us adore the ever living God and render praise unto Him, who spread out the heavens and established the earth, whose glory is revealed in the heavens above, and whose Greatness is manifest throughout the world. He is our God, and there is none else.

19 VA’ANAHNU

We bow the head in reverence and worship the King of Kings, the Holy One, praised be He.

20 ORCHESTRAL INTERLUDE

21 READER’S KADDISH

May God’s great name be even more exalted (amen) and sanctified in the world that He created according to His own will; and may He fully establish His kingdom in your lifetime, in your own days, and in the life of all those of the House of Israel—soon, indeed without delay. Those praying here signal assent and say “amen.”

May His great name be praised forever, for all time, for all eternity.

Blessed, praised, glorified, exalted, elevated, adored, uplifted, and acclaimed be the name of the Holy One, blessed be He—over and beyond all the words of blessing and song, praise and consolation ever before uttered in this world. Those praying here signal assent and say “amen.”

May there be abundant peace for us and for all Israel; and those praying here signal assent and say “amen.”

May He who establishes peace in His high place establish peace for us and for all Israel; and those praying here signal assent and say “amen.”

ADON OLAM

Lord of the world, who reigned even before form was created, At the time when His will brought everything into existence, Then His name was proclaimed King. And even should existence itself come to an end, He, the Awesome One, would still reign alone.

He was, He is, He shall always remain in splendor throughout eternity.

He is “One”—there is not second or other to be compared with Him.

He is without beginning and without end; All power and dominion are His. He is my God and my ever living redeemer, And the rock upon whom I rely in time of distress and sorrow.

He is my banner and my refuge, The “portion in my cup”—my cup of life Whenever I call to Him.

I entrust my spirit unto His hand As I go to sleep and as I awake; And my body will remain with my spirit. The Lord is with me: I fear not.
22 GRANT US PEACE
Sung in English

Grant us peace, Thou eternal source of peace
Grant us peace, Thy most precious gift
O Thou eternal giver of peace
Bless all mankind with peace
O Thou eternal source of peace
Praised be Thou giver of peace

BENEDICTION
Sung in Hebrew and English

May the Lord bless thee and keep thee. Amen.
May the Lord let His countenance shine upon thee and
be gracious unto thee. Amen.
May the Lord lift up His countenance upon thee and
grant thee peace. Amen.

About the Performers

Tenor ROBERT BRUBAKER
was born in Mannheim, Pennsylvania, and studied at the Hartt College
of Music in Hartford, Connecticut. Shortly after graduation he joined the
New York City Opera, where he advanced from being a baritone in the
chorus to become one of the company’s leading tenors, appearing at Lincoln Center and on tour in such roles as Rodolfo in La Bohème, Pinkerton in Madama Butterfly, the Duke in Rigoletto, Alfred in Die Fledermaus, Alfredo in La Traviata, and Cavaradossi in Tosca. Since then he has gone on to sing at some of the world’s leading opera houses. In 1992 he made his Metropolitan debut as one of the Mastersingers in Die Meistersinger, and two years later he made his European debut at the Rome Opera in the title role of Zemlinsky’s Der Zwerg (The Dwarf). Brubaker’s first appearance at the English National Opera in London was in 1995—in Kurt Weill’s Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny—and in 1999 he sang his first Peter Grimes there to great acclaim. In 2000 he debuted with the Opéra de Paris–Bastille as Pierre in Prokofiev’s War and Peace. His numerous other appearances have included Peter Grimes, The Makropulos Case, and Bussoni’s Dr. Faust at the Met; Janácek’s From the House of the Dead and John Adams’s Nixon in China at the English National Opera; and Der Zwerg and Khovanshchina in Paris. In 2002 he made his Salzburg Festival debut in the title role of Zemlinsky’s König Kandaules. Brubaker has also sung at the Houston Grand Opera; the Washington, Seattle, Vancouver, Canadian (Toronto), and New Israeli (Tel Aviv) operas; and at Lincoln Center’s Mostly Mozart Festival. During the 1980s he sang with the New York–based Jewish male-voice choir Schola Hebraea, and as a chorister for traditional High Holy Day services. He points to the influence of those cantorial renditions on his own vocal development and his spiritual approach, and he often credits the emotional impact of that experience with informing his interpretation of sacred music in general.

Soprano CONSTANCE HAUMAN,
a native of Toledo, Ohio, studied music and political science at Northwestern University and is an alumna of the Interlochen Center for the Arts. In 1986 she sang Ariel in the Des Moines world premiere of Lee Hoiby’s opera The Tempest, and ten years later she repeated
the role in her Dallas Opera debut. In 1989 she came to international prominence as Cunegonde in Bernstein’s *Candide* in a complete concert performance with the London Symphony Orchestra conducted by the composer at the Barbican Centre. In 1990 she made her New York debut singing “Glitter and Be Gay” at a Bernstein memorial tribute. She has given recitals in Los Angeles and New York of songs by refugee composers from Nazi Germany and Austria and has appeared in a program titled *Kurt Weill’s Berlin*.

The daughter of a mother with roots in Latvian Jewry, and a Baghdad-born father of Babylonian Jewish tradition who emigrated to America, mezzo-soprano **ELIZABETH SHAMMASH** earned a bachelor’s degree in Italian studies from Brown University, an artist diploma from Boston University, and a master’s degree in music and voice performance from the Manhattan School of Music. She attended the University of Bologna in Italy and Middlebury College’s Scuola Italiana. Her concert appearances have included an all-Bernstein program with the National Symphony Orchestra, and Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony with the Seattle Symphony under Gerard Schwarz. She has served for a number of years as cantor during the High Holy Days at Falmouth Jewish Congregation on Cape Cod.

The **ERNST SENFF CHOR** has become an institution in Berlin’s cultural life. At the beginning of the 1960s Professor Ernst Senff directed a choir at Berlin’s music conservatory (Hochschule) in addition to his duties as chorusmaster of the Municipal Opera (now Deutsche Oper). At this time, the Ernst Senff Chamber Choir, which specialized in unaccompanied works, made a number of radio recordings at SFB (Sender Freies Berlin). The choir’s accomplishments soon led to concerts with the Berlin Philharmonic, the Berlin Radio Symphony (now Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester), and other orchestras, and provided the opportunity to work with internationally prominent conductors. All choir members are trained musicians. The ensemble’s repertoire ranges across the entire choral-symphonic literature of the 18th to 20th centuries, with a special emphasis on contemporary works. The choir, with up to 120 singers, depending on the work being performed, appears not only in Berlin but also in other German cities, and it has traveled to Israel and Austria. On Senff’s retirement, in 1990, Sigurd Brauns was appointed by the choir as his successor.

The **RUNDFUNK-SINFONIEORCHESTER BERLIN** (Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra) was founded in 1923 as the first radio orchestra in Germany. Its repertoire spans more than three centuries, but since its founding, the ensemble has been especially dedicated to contemporary works. Many of the greatest composers of the 20th century have performed their own music with this orchestra, either as conductors or soloists, among them Hindemith, Honegger, Milhaud, Prokofiev, Strauss, Schoenberg, Stravinsky, Weill, and Zemlinsky—and more recently Krzysztof Penderecki, Sir Peter Maxwell Davies, Berthold Goldschmidt, and Udo Zimmermann. Since 1956 the orchestra has performed in twenty countries, including China and Japan. It also records extensively for DeutschlandRadio, founded in 1994, and many of its recordings have been awarded the German Record Critics’ Prize. In 2002 Marek Janowski succeeded Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos as principal music director.
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GERARD SCHWARZ, one of the leading present-day American conductors, was born in Weehawken, New Jersey, in 1947. He began piano lessons at the age of five and trumpet at eight, and he attended the National Music Camp in Interlochen, Michigan, and New York’s High School of Performing Arts. He earned his bachelor’s and master’s degrees at The Juilliard School, during which time he also played with the American Brass Quintet and then joined the New York Philharmonic, succeeding his former teacher, William Vacchiano, as co–principal trumpet.

Within a few years Schwarz found himself increasingly attracted to conducting, having made his debut as early as 1966 with the Erick Hawkins Dance Company, which he served for a time as music director, and in 1977 he resigned from the Philharmonic to pursue a full-time podium career. In 1977 he cofounded the New York Chamber Symphony (originally the “Y” Chamber Symphony), serving as its music director for twenty-five seasons. From 1978 to 1985 he was music director of the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, and in 1981 he established the Music Today contemporary music series in New York, serving as its music director until 1989. In 1982 he became director of Lincoln Center’s Mostly Mozart Festival. In the course of two decades he brought the Mostly Mozart orchestra to the Tanglewood and Ravinia festivals and on annual tours to Japan as well as on PBS Live from Lincoln Center telecasts; in 2002 he became its emeritus conductor.

In 1983 Schwarz was appointed music adviser of the Seattle Symphony Orchestra, and he was named principal conductor the following year, and music director in 1985. He has brought the orchestra worldwide acclaim, not least through its more than eighty recordings, which have received numerous Grammy nominations. In 2001 he also became music director of the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, one of the world’s oldest orchestras.

Schwarz has established an important reputation in the theater, which began with his 1982 debut conducting Mozart’s Die Entführung aus dem serail at the Washington Opera at the Kennedy Center. He made his Seattle Opera debut in 1986 conducting Mozart’s Cosi fan tutte, and since then he has led performances with the San Francisco Opera, the Juilliard Opera Theater, and St. Petersburg’s Kirov Opera.

In 1994 Schwarz was named Conductor of the Year by Musical America. His many other honors include the Ditson Conductors Award from Columbia University, and honorary doctorates from The Juilliard School, Fairleigh Dickinson University, the University of Puget Sound, and Seattle University. In 2000 he was made an honorary fellow of John Moores University in Liverpool, and in 2002 he received the ASCAP award for his outstanding contribution to American contemporary music. Schwarz was a founding member of Music of Remembrance, an organization dedicated to remembering Holocaust victim musicians. He is also an active member of Seattle’s Temple De Hirsch Sinai and has lectured on Jewish music there and at various Jewish Federation events, both local and regional.
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Special recognition is due composer Michael Isaacson who served as a catalyst to the Archive’s creation, and collaborated with the Milken Family Foundation in its work during the Archive’s early years.
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